Kit Contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Heating Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Control Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Main Harness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hardware Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fuse/Fuse Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Warranty Card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hardware Bag Contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wire Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Insulated Tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14-16AWG Spade Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14-16AWG T-Tap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommended Tools

Safety Tools
- Gloves
- Safety Glasses

Special Tools
- Pliers for T-Taps
- Wire Cutters to cut wire ties
- Trim Removal Tool
- Scissors for cutting elements

General Applicability

All Models Except Vertical Center Listing

Recommended Sequence of Application

* Mandatory

Special Note: Installation Sequences

After Safety mandated preparatory steps have been taken, the installation sequence is the suggested method for completing the accessory installation. In some instances, the suggested sequence is written for one associate to install and in others the sequence is given as part of a team accessory installation. Unless otherwise stated in the document, the associates may perform the installation steps in any order to make the installation as efficient as possible while maintaining consistent quality.

Legend

STOP: Damage to vehicle may occur. Do Not Proceed until process compliance has been met.

OPERATOR SAFETY: Use Caution to Avoid Risk of Injury.

CRITICAL PROCESS: Proceed with Caution to Ensure a Quality Installation. These points will be audited on a completed vehicle installation.

GENERAL PROCESS: This highlights specific processes to ensure a quality installation. These points will be audited during the accessory installation.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT: This calls out the specific tools and equipment required for the process.

REVISION MARK: This mark highlights a change in installation with respect to previous issue.

!!!WARNING!!!

Seat Heaters should not be installed in vehicles that will be used by individuals that may experience difficulty with sensing and/or reacting to increased temperature (paraplegics, infants, elderly, etc.)
- It is impossible to install the seat heating kits whenever:
  - The seat covers are adhered to the seat’s foam padding, or
  - The seat’s longitudinal channels are spaced less than 250 mm apart (Fig. A).
- The battery terminals should be disconnected before working on the vehicle’s electrical circuits. The security codes (radio, navigation system, etc.) should be noted.
- The seat cover and seams should remain unmodified for seats with side air-bags. The heating elements are only allowed to be fitted in the middle of the seat. Please refer to the vehicle manufacturer’s manual.
- Please follow the vehicle manufacturer’s vehicle manual for seats with a seat belt recognition device, a seat Occupant Classification System (OCS)/Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS), or both.
  * Follow the example of what the factory does.
  * Do not place a seat heater pad on top of the OCS/OPDS. Install the pad on the foam core which is not equipped with the sensor.
  * Disconnect the other pad, you will not need it. If installing the round 3-position switch, connect the pad which provides 2-color switch illumination. Note: Heat will only be produced in the “HI” setting.
- The seat heating elements are only allowed to be installed by qualified and trained personnel who are knowledgeable about electronic systems and upholstery. Improper installation can adversely affect the system’s reliability and risk overheating.
- Use original kit components only.
- The heating elements must be secured and mounted free of folds and creases. Heating elements are not allowed to be damaged during the installation. Avoid exposure to any sharp object that could compromise the integrity of the heating element. It is imperative for durability and the system’s reliability that the complete heating element is positioned correctly. Any modifications to the seat’s components, which affect the heating elements or come into contact with them, can influence the durability and reliability.
- The heating element is only allowed to be operated at +12 V ±3 V. It should ideally be connected to the on board power supply via the ignition voltage. The seat heating unit should be protected by a fuse with a maximum rating of 15 amps.
- The heating elements are only allowed to be modified as described in these installation instructions, except width which is not allowed to be altered in any way. Do not remove more than 1/3 the surface area of the element.
- The wire harness is not allowed to be modified. Ensure that the wire harness is secured and fastened properly. The wire harness must be routed properly so the seat can move freely without difficulty. Contact with sharp edges, bending or pulling of wire must be avoided, in order to prevent the wire harness from being damaged. The on board main supply and the wire harness cross-section must be adapted to the extra current loads if necessary. Refer to the vehicle’s wiring diagram for additional information.
- The foam padding must be clean and free from separating agents, grease, silicone, dust and oil before the heating elements are secured to it. The full adhesive strength will only be attained if sufficient pressure is applied during the installation and an adequate period of time is allowed for the chemical reaction to take place (48 hours approx.). A heating element is not allowed to be detached and reinstalled after it has been installed completely for the first time.
- The heating elements are not allowed to come into contact with any of the seat’s electrically conductive components such as padding clips/hogrings, listing supports or the seat’s frame: !!!Danger of Short-Circuiting!!!
- The heating performance on the cover’s surface varies according to the type of seat or cover. Every millimeter of the cover’s thickness prolongs the heating time by up to 15 seconds.
- The seat heating unit’s function must be explained to the customer and the operating instructions must be provided. The customer must be informed about all safety aspects. The operating instructions must describe how the fuse is positioned.
- The points in the operating instructions must also be followed for the installation.

**Warning:** Seat Heaters should not be installed in vehicles that will be used by individuals that may experience difficulty with sensing and/or reacting to increased temperature (paraplegics, infants, elderly, etc.)
A. PRE-INSTALLATION SUGGESTIONS

1. REMOVE SEATS FROM VEHICLE PER VEHICLE’S SERVICE MANUAL AND PLACE ON A CLEAN WORK SURFACE.

2. REMOVE SEAT COVERS PER VEHICLE’S SERVICE MANUAL.

B. TRIMMING HEATING ELEMENTS

1. PLACE HEATING ELEMENT ON SEAT CUSHION TAPE SIDE DOWN, WITH HARNESS TOWARD SEAT BACK. IF THE SEAT HAS A CENTER LISTING OR LISTINGS, FORM THE ELEMENT INTO THE LISTING(S) VALLEY(S). FIGURE 2.

NOTE: MAKE SURE THERMOSTAT IS NOT LOCATED UNDER THE SEAT BACK OR IN A LISTING VALLEY. IT IS RECOMMENDED TO LOCATE THERMOSTAT 1-2” FROM THE EDGE OF THE SEAT BACK.

2. DRAW A WINDOW AROUND THE LOCATION OF THE CENTER LISTING. ALLOW 1/8” (3MM) ON EITHER SIDE OF THE LISTING CHANNEL. DO NOT EXCEED 7/8” MAXIMUM WINDOW WIDTH. NOTE: LEAVE AT LEAST 1 5/8” (40MM) OF SEAT HEATER MATERIAL TO EACH SIDE OF THE OPENING. FIGURE 3.

IF IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO LEAVE AT LEAST 1 5/8” MATERIAL ON EITHER SIDE OF THE LISTING, IT IS ACCEPTABLE TO CUT THE ELEMENT TO FIT THE LENGTH. CAUTION: DO NOT REMOVE MORE THAN 7” OF ELEMENT LENGTH. THE FINISHED ELEMENT SHOULD BE NO LESS THAN 11.75”.

3. REPEAT STEPS 1 & 2 FOR SEAT BACK CUSHION.

B. TRIMMING HEATING ELEMENTS (CONTINUED)

5. Using the supplied felt or mylar tape, wrap edges A and B of the cut out window as shown in Figure 5.

6. Using the supplied 2” strips of felt or mylar tape, wrap the cut edge C as shown. See Figure 5.

C. INSTALLATION OF HEATING ELEMENTS

1. Caution: The heating elements must be installed flat, unfolded and wrinkle free. Do not fold element and install.

2. Remove the tape’s protective layer and center the element side to side on the seat back foam. Position the thermostat approximately 1-2” from the opposite cushion. Working from the back to the front or front to back, press firmly on the element to ensure a good bond with the seat cushion and to avoid wrinkles. Figure 6

3. Cut a small incision in the foam for thermostat location. Figure 7

4. Route the element wiring harness down to the bottom of the seat back, inboard of the hinge cover and under the seat. Be sure harness is free from sharp objects, pinch points and moving parts.

5. Repeat the process above for the seat cushion.

6. Secure wiring harnesses under seat. Be sure harness is free from sharp edges, pinch points and moving objects.

7. Re-attach seat covers. Take care to avoid damage to the heating elements.

Caution: Danger of Short-Circuiting!
The heating elements are not allowed to come into contact with any of the seat’s electrically conductive components such as padding clips/hogrings, listing supports or the seat’s frame!
D. Harness and Switch Installation

1. Prior to making any connections, lay out the harness in the vehicle to find the best solution for harness routing to power connections and switch location.

2. Attach enclosed fuse/fuse holder in-line with the red power wire before connecting to vehicle.

3. Refer to vehicle owner’s manual for any wiring identification. Using the supplied T-taps and insulated terminals, connect the wire harness to the vehicle wiring as follows:

4. Locate blank vehicle knockout location to be used. Remove blank and insert switch.
   
   a. Red Wire - Connect to Accessory +12 Volts - 20 Amp circuit.  
      Note: Improper installation could lead to battery drain if connected to a constant battery source.

   b. Green Wire - Connect HeadLight/Night Lamp (dimmer) +12 Volts - 5 Amp circuit.

   c. Black Wire - It is recommended to connect the Ring Terminal to the vehicle body using an existing common ground point. If one is not accessible, connect to a ground wire with high current capacity.

5. Connect the 2-Pin connectors of the elements to the power harness.

   Note: Verify that all connections are secured and the seat movement will not interfere with harness. Be sure harness is free from sharp objects, pinch points and moving parts.

6. Secure Harness using supplied zip ties. Be sure harness is free from sharp objects, pinch points and moving parts.

E. Operation

1. On
   The indicator light comes on.

2. Adjust seat temperature
   The further you move the dial forward, the warmer the seat becomes.

3. Off
   Move the dial fully backward. The indicator light turns off.

Safety Precautions:

* Turn off seat heater when not in use.
* Do not place any heavy, sharp or pointed objects on the seats.
* Any fluid spilled on the seats may destroy the seat heater and may cause damage to the vehicle.
* Never operate the seat heater while the seats are wet or soaked with fluid.
* Do not keep insulating material (sheets, covers, coats, etc.) on the seats while the seat heater is running.
F. Final Assembly

1. Reassemble trim pieces and console taking care to avoid damage to harnesses and connectors.

2. Make sure vehicle floor is clear and carefully place seat into vehicle.

3. Ensure all connectors under seat have been properly connected and secured with wire ties and nothing will be damaged during seat movement.

4. Torque seat bolts per service manual.

5. Reconnect battery cable(s). Re-enter any theft deterrent information, if applicable.

6. Re-check all systems and accessories where components were removed or relocated during the installation process.

Note: If the passenger seat cushion has a seat occupant sensor for airbag deployment, refer to the manufacturer’s vehicle manual for recalibration guidelines.

TROUBLESHOOTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The heating does not function although it is switched on. The LED is not illuminated.</th>
<th>Check the fuse and change if necessary.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The LED is not illuminated although the heating is functioning and switched on.</td>
<td>The LED in the switch is defective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The heating does not function although it is switched on. The LED is on.</td>
<td>The temperature of the seat cover could be too high due to high interior temperature. The thermostat in the seat heating unit is connected. Wait until the seat cover’s temperature has fallen and try again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fuse burns out repeatedly.</td>
<td>Verify the fuse rating is correct: Round Switch/Single-Dial Switch =10 amps Dual-Dial Switch =15 amps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAFETY ADVICE/WARNINGS

WARNING: The seat heating unit is only allowed to be operated when a person is sitting on it. This person must feel temperatures and be able to react to them. Persons who experience difficulty with feeling temperatures – such as paraplegic persons, children and elderly people – are not allowed to use the seat heating unit because there is a risk that they will suffer injury from burns. The seat heating unit, like any other heating appliance, should not be switched on and left unsupervised. Unintentional activation of the seat heating unit should be avoided.

* If the seat occupant feels an excessive temperature after the seat heating unit has been switched on, change to lower settings to reduce heat or switch off completely.

* The seat heating element is not allowed to come into contact with knives, nails, needles, tools or any material that could penetrate and pierce the seat’s surface or the heating elements.

* The ‘high’ setting is unsuitable for continuous operation.

* The seat heating unit must be switched off after the engine has been switched off if the installation is powered via the continuous duty plus circuit, in order to avoid discharging the battery.

* Sharp objects are not allowed to be laid on or transported in the seat. Excessive weights or heavy objects that are put down on the seat can cause damage to the seat heating unit and affect its operation adversely. It is therefore recommended not to put objects on the seat.

* If it is noticed that an unusual smell develops when the seat heating unit is switched on or if there is an uneven distribution of heat on the seat or backrest – or between the seat and backrest as the case may be – then the seat heating unit must be switched off immediately and the specialized workshop must be contacted. The seat heating unit is only allowed to be modified or decommissioned by a specialized workshop.

* The seat is not allowed to be covered with insulating materials (including blankets or rugs, jackets, cushions, bags, handbags, retro-fitted seat mats, children’s seats, seat reinforcement, protective covers, etc.) whenever the seat heating unit has been switched on. The seat heating unit’s function could be affected if it is operated when these materials are present: this could risk damage to the seat or burning injuries to seat occupant.

* The seat heating unit is not allowed to be exposed to excessive moisture. Small amounts of the following liquids do not adversely affect the seat heating unit from being operated safely and continuously after it has completely dried: perspiration, beverages (e.g., coffee, cola, mineral water, etc.), brine (5% in solution), cleaning agents containing ammonia (10% by volume), cleaning agents containing alcohol (10% by volume), cleaning agents for plastic or vinyl, as well as soapy water.

WARNING: Excessive contact with any liquids can adversely affect the performance of the seat heating unit and cause its service life to be reduced. The seat heating element must not be turned on at any time when excessive moisture has dampened the seat surface or internal components, or both. The seat heating element must not be operated, when articles of clothing are wet or moist. The seat heating element is unsuitable for drying damp/wet clothing or objects.